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Faris exhibition
highlights Beirut’s
past to look forward
Jimmy Dabbagh

Beirut

T

he statement that Beirut
thrived before the civil
war is familiar. Mentions
of the city’s Golden Age
evoke glamorous imagery
of a bustling city free of bullet-riddled buildings and sectarian strife;
a place the jet set called their playground.
Aside from the usual images associated with this period, little evidence seems to remain that highlights the city’s advanced cultural
scene. That is, until the opening of
Saleh Barakat Gallery’s “Beirut,
the City of the World’s Desire: The
Chronicles of Waddah Faris (19601975).”
Unseen for decades and assembled during more than two years of
sifting through thousands of negatives in Faris’s archive, the photos
intimately capture the lives of a
close-knit coterie of artists, poets,

academics, journalists and freethinkers before they became the influential visionaries who paved the
way for Lebanon’s creative legacy.
It would be misguided to consider these photos as mere historical
documents of an era gone by; rather
the works can be acknowledged as
a form of creative expression from
a man who manoeuvred among different artistic practices, such as
graphic design, painting and photography.
“They were taken in context of
photography. It was strictly for
pleasure and to record things that
I enjoyed in my atmosphere but
when we composed the exhibition
we composed it for a purpose…,”
said Faris, a Syria-born Iraqi who
lived in Beirut for decades.
“There is a big boom in art
throughout the Arab world now,
some of it is very hectic, some of
it dangerous, some of it very important, but people are interested
to see where this comes from,” he
added.
Reluctant to strictly refer to him-

A glimpse into the past. “Renée Deek at Horseshoe Café”, a 1974
photo displayed at “Beirut, the City of the World’s Desire”
exhibition.
(Courtesy of Saleh Barkat Gallery)

self as a photographer, Faris said:
“I’m an activist and an artist.”
Part of the appeal of the Beirut
exhibit for Faris was untapped potential. “It was a very tempting idea
to plunge for a change into my archive and see what we have that
can suit the idea of the exhibition
and reflect on that period,” he said.
Progressive as it may seem now,
he said the city embodied a different energy then, when people who
belonged to different creative practices intermingled without judgment. “The time before the civil
war was a totally different time of
objectives, of methods of life… It’s
much richer and more thriving now
[but] it was really more civil, in the
sense, I never grew to recognise in
a selective manner who my friends
are and I think everybody lived that
way,” Faris emphatically explained.
There’s an uninhibited quality to
the people in Faris’s photographs.
Caught off-guard in moments of
candid release, a sense of authenticity and vitality shines through.
“They are not posed, they are not
intended. They accepted me as part
of their circle or family,” Faris said.
“It’s the moment that is not intended for neither publishing nor fame.
I never showed photographs. It
was the impulsive need to possess
something of that moment. These
were my people, my friends.”
Snapping frenetic fleeting moments of everyday life, Faris’s photographs reveal the inner world
of the movers and shakers of the
cultural sphere with some pictures
showing artists earnestly at work
in their studios, mingling at openings at Sursock Museum, dancers
rehearsing for a performance at the
Baalbek Festival and much more.
One image of renowned Lebanese-born Palestinian visual artist Mona Hatoum captures her as
though caught in a daydream. Her
eyes blissfully closed, she seems
consumed in thought.
Like a sort of retrospective that

Daydream. “Mona Hatoum, Artist Baalbek”, a 1973 photo
displayed at “Beirut, the City of the World’s Desire” exhibition
in Beirut.
(Courtesy of Saleh Barkat Gallery)
seems to honour the art of the period and the imaginative individuals behind it, paintings, sketches,
sculptures, design prints and archival exhibition catalogues accompany Faris’s photographs.
“I’ve always associated with the
idea of representing artists from the
war period so when I opened this

The photos captured
the lives of artists,
poets, academics,
journalists and
freethinkers before
the war.

space it was part of my programme
to dedicate an exhibition for Beirut
before the war. I wanted to give [the
younger] generation a glimpse of
what they could have seen. I’m not
nostalgic. I think the art scene in
Beirut today is as interesting,” gallery owner Saleh Barakat said.
“It’s a way to see the continuation of a scene that was really very
active and how one can bring back
this momentum that was available
back then between all the different
art scenes.
“It’s really part of showing a period that was very inspiring and
putting it in dialogue with what’s
happening today,” Saleh added.
Jimmy Dabbagh is a journalist
based in Beirut and contributes
cultural articles to The Arab
Weekly.

Street Library provides Egyptians
in Cairo with knowledge for free
Marwa al-A’sar

Cairo

M

ohamed, a secondary school student,
spent hours browsing
through the novels
at Maktabet el-Sharei
— the Street Library — on a quiet
street in Cairo. He said reading is
an enjoyable way to spend the summer holiday. He finally chose a book
but before borrowing it he had to
donate one of his own to the library.
“My friends and I visit that beautiful place regularly to read and
borrow books. The people who created this service should be thanked
every day,” said Mohamed, who
asked to be identified only by his
first name.
To borrow books from the Street
Library a person needs to pay 30
Egyptian pounds (about $1.60) annually, provide a photograph in
which he or she smiles and donate
one book. The library, which has no
doors, is open 24/7 for anybody to
read for free with no supervision.
The Street Library, the first of
its kind in Egypt, was initiated by
Malaz Group as part of its corpo-

rate social responsibility efforts.
Officials at Malaz, a marketing and
advertising company, said the purpose of the library is to encourage
Egyptians to read.
The place is built in the shape of a
tent and includes stands and bookshelves made of recycled wood
displaying volumes of different
genres. The Street Library offers a
variety of books: From classics to
contemporary novels to self-help
books in English and Arabic.
The project started four years ago
with about 300 books donated by
the Malaz employees. It developed
into its current shape through the
donations of people in the neighbourhood and now offers more
than 2,000 volumes for borrowing.
The Street Library is in Maadi, an
upper-middle class suburb of Cairo.
However, a lower-middle class district is not far away.
“We try to link the two worlds.
The library is quite popular. Our
main clients are university students, high school and middle
school students and citizens above
the age of 50,” Malaz owner Ahmed
el-Salawi said.
“Most of our visitors from the
lower-middle class are teenagers. It
made us build a special section and

buy books for teenagers.”
“Since culture and art reflect the
people’s image, we found ourselves
under an obligation to contribute
to the colouring of this image,” Salawi said while instructing workers
building new shelves for the library.
“We, as a marketing company,
use the same techniques of marketing commercial products to
promote knowledge and reading.
There is a deficiency in marketing
cultural products and activities in
Egypt, which are mostly handled
through the state.”
In 2012, Malaz initiated “Project
Read,” which was the impetus for
the Street Library. The company
created the model of a street library
and called on people to apply it
anywhere. It could be set up at the
entrance of a building or a garden.
“We frequently receive messages
from people in other provinces asking for advice on how to emulate
the project,” Salawi said.
“To be able to apply the street
library model, the following three
principles should be followed: Free
knowledge, not everything we read
is true or truthful and street library
is the library of all people,” he said,
noting that people in the neighbourhood or close by eventually

Different genres. The Street Library bookcases are made of
recycled wood.
(Provided by Marwa al-A’sar)
donate books and better stock the
library.
“Because many books are repeated, the Street Library will offer
a stand for people to replace their
own books with ours,” he added.
Leaving the library unattended
and open to the public carries risks.
“However, the incidents of robberies have been very rare,” Salawi
said. “We are still testing the project
as we plan to develop the library
and equip it with more shelves and
books.”
To encourage passers-by to stop
at stands, the Street Library offers
“snack books” — small books con-

taining excerpts or quotes from certain works. The concept is similar
to taste-testing, during which advertising agents at shopping malls
and other public places offer a small
taste of their products as part of a
marketing campaign.
“People afterward find it beneficial to sit and read. We use all marketing techniques to promote the
library. It is the same as marketing
a food product but, in this case, we
feed people with knowledge for
free,” Salawi added.
Marwa al-A’sar is a Cairo-based
journalist.

